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CEOCFO: Mr. Lefelar, what is Hydro Biotechnology?
Mr. Lefelar: Hydro Biotechnology is a pharmaceutical water company. We sell superior quality water for the 
pharmaceutical industry. We are full cGMP (Current Good Manufacturing Practice) and we have an innovative approach 
of how to deliver the water.

CEOCFO: What goes into making higher quality water? What do the pharma companies want?
Mr. Lefelar: Opposed to what comes out of your tap, the water that we have to produce is extremely filtered and put 
through things like reverse osmosis, continuous testing and monitoring. We have a large scale water machine that we had 
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to fully qualify and continuously test to show that we are making this type of water. There is a standard called the USP 
(United States Pharmacopeia). That creates exact standards of quality that we have to produce the water to.

CEOCFO: Is it difficult to do? Are there 
many ways of doing it?
Mr. Lefelar: Yes, it is difficult. There is a lot 
of testing and expenses, there are not 
many subject matter experts. There is a lot 
of regulation, both through the FDA and 
from the clients themselves to expect 
higher quality water. 

CEOCFO: How did you learn about it?
Mr. Lefelar: I started in the pharmaceutical 
industry in 1992 and have been lucky 
enough to always be working around 
different types of water systems, water for 
injection systems, purified water systems 
and I’ve learned the regulations and how to 
produce this water along the way.

CEOCFO: Are you making massive quantities of water and then selling it to different organizations?
Mr. Lefelar: There are different levels of quality that organizations might need depending on whether they are just doing 
research or if they go further into clinical trials where they are actually using the water to make or support medicines for 
use in humans. The one thing we do not make is what is called water for injection. Our water meets that quality but our 
water is used in support of making final drug products. 

CEOCFO: Is everything made to order? Do you have an inventory? How does it work?
Mr. Lefelar: We do both. We look at our potential customer needs and we do projections of course. Most of it is done per 
order. 

CEOCFO: Do you do much consulting as well or is it more supplying the water these days? 
Mr. Lefelar: I definitely do both because prior to this, I had a company called Storm Biotechnology, which was a 
contracting consulting firm exclusively with no infrastructure. I still have active clients going on with that and of course I 
now do a lot of free consulting about water for the Hydro Biotechnology clients.

CEOCFO: What is involved with storing the water and is there a shelf life?
Mr. Lefelar: Absolutely, there is a shelf life. It is up to us under the eyes of the FDA to show what that shelf life is. We 
have to prove that the water we put into a bottle today is the exact same water in six months and we are in the process of 
doing that. We want to go out a year expiration date. Our competition is at about six months. We are currently only at 
three months because we started making the fully qualified  water in January and we will have more data as we reach 6 
months then 9 then the one year point.. 

CEOCFO: What changes occur in water and how can you help that from happening so it does not change in two 
months?
Mr. Lefelar: The water meets a certain standard today, a total organic carbon, the purity of the water, the fact that it is 
sterile right now. In three months time, I take a sample out of the same lot and make sure it meets those same 
specifications that it did on the day I put it into the bottle or bag. Some of the things that could go wrong would be that if 
you had a sterility issue or if the bottle you used say for instance was polypropylene based bottle, what if the quality of the 
bottle leaches plastics or something into the water? The water would then fail. We make sure that we use a high end type 
of polypropylene or glass bottle to store the water. We also put it into bags that have been tested and shown that they do 
not leach or extract. Believe me, those bags are not cheap.

CEOCFO: What is the competitive landscape?
Mr. Lefelar: There are several large pharmaceutical companies that make both water for injection and other different 
types of water. We feel that we can bring unique value by being small and taking a customer-focused approach with our 
idea of Hydro Direct, which allows us to to deliver water to our customers here in Florida at a fraction of the cost of regular 
freight shipping. We feel we are on to something innovative that no one else is doing. There is a company in Southern 
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California that makes water and one of my clients here in South Florida was ordering water from them at $600 for a 
hundred liter barrel of water and $600 to ship it from California to here. We can cut that price in half!

CEOCFO: Do the people in Florida that should know about Hydro Biotechnology aware?
Mr. Lefelar: We are getting there.

CEOCFO: How are you reaching out?
Mr. Lefelar: We reach out through BioFlorida, social media, cold calling.

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about BioFlorida?
Ms. Barr: We attended the annual conference for BioFlorida in Jacksonville in December and we sponsored and had an 
exhibit at the Celebration of Biotechnology in Florida on May 4th. We are looking for other opportunities to attend their 
meetings and network with their membership base.

CEOCFO: What was the reception at the last exhibit you had?
Ms. Barr: The reception at the annual BioFlorida conference was quite encouraging because we were still in the process 
of qualifying our facility and purchasing all the right equipment and testing the water and getting everything in order. We 
had not actually started producing water yet, but we were talking with a lot of people about the concept of having a local 
supplier of this water with the unique ability to deliver the water ourselves. The feedback was very positive and we have 
been setting up meetings with people we met at that show and delivering water samples. We are very optimistic about the 
BioFlorida membership base and key customer targets

COECFO: How long does it take to fill an order for water?
Mr. Lefelar: It does not take long. The sterility test takes up to seven days to come back. That is not a requirement for us 
to deliver the water. It is a client’s decision if they want to wait for that sterility tests to come back, because there are other 
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tests that will give you an indication that the water is ok and they can be done usually within 24 hours. For instance, I 
produced a batch of water yesterday, just 12 one-liter bottles and that will be released through our quality systems 
tomorrow.

CEOCFO: Does the fact that you have a long history in this area overcome some of the challenges of being a new 
company and potential clients worrying that you are new to the scene? Does it balance out with your history?
Mr. Lefelar: I believe that it does. I have traveled with our sales team and they were amazed that sometimes what was 
supposed to be a five minute cold call meeting would turn into a 50 minute discussion. The fact that I can speak to the 
people in the lab and on the operations floor because I have been there can definitely help from a credibility standpoint.

CEOCFO: Florida is a big state; do you anticipate being able to make these deliveries throughout Florida? How 
does that fit into your business model?
Mr. Lefelar: I have looked at this as going back to milk delivery. Florida is a very big state, but I have designs on going 
into Georgia, Research Triangle Park in North Carolina and into the northeast somewhere in the future as well if proof of 
concept is shown in Florida that this is something that the people want. Currently we are small, lean and can make these 
deliveries and that is what we have done so far. Most of the time it has been me personally delivering the water and that 
allows me to get out and make other stops and do sales and speak directly face to face with my clients.

CEOCFO: Are you funded for what you would like to do and are you seeking investors or partners?
Mr. Lefelar: We are currently self-funded. I decided that I wanted to do this in 2008 when I started Storm Biotechnology 
because of circumstances with both personally starting a family and then the recession and struggling through trying to 
get as much work as I could there was no chance to acquire the equipment or put together the infrastructure. Now I have 
been fortunate in the last few years to have some really good clients that enabled me to put this dream into action.

CEOCFO: Where does the human element come in with the machinery? What do people need to know when 
operating the equipment that is going to produce the water?
Mr. Lefelar: It is continuous maintenance of the equipment. There is what is called clean and place, a cleaning regimen. 
We do a twice daily check of the equipment, but in addition to that, there is the actual production itself, using a batch 
records, using standard operating procedures. These are very important as part of the cGMP. There is what is called 
aseptic technique which is done by a human to physically fill the water by hand inside a hood. They make machines that 
will do that but the way we are doing it is the way that 99% of the people on the planet fill the water. Therefore, there is a 
large human element to the production of this water. 

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about your Vice President of Awesomeness?
Ms. Barr: We decided to profile our 9-year old daughter Carly on the website because she spends a lot of time in the 
Hydro Biotechnology facility and we really wanted to project a different sort of corporate image with our website. We want 
people to know that we are a small, family run, business. We think that is an advantage, particularly in the Florida 
Marketplace because we can make decisions quickly, be flexible and customize our product to meet the needs of our 
customers better than large, global corporations. That was part of the strategy with putting Carly and some of the other 
family, personal family items on the website.

CEOCFO: Why pay attention to Hydro Biotechnology and what, if anything might people overlook about the 
company that they should understand?
Mr. Lefelar: For me, it is different. We are innovative and doing something else. I think Jennifer said it really well; we are 
not Pfizer. You can call and speak to me on the phone. 
Ms. Barr: We just recently had a meeting with a large biotech institute, looking at providing water to their incubator 
companies and I think that the director really understood the concept that we are a little guy trying to help the all the other 
little guys.


